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BARCELONA LGBT

PRICES FOR SAISON 2019 - 2020
(from 2 Persons in double room)
Price of this Vacation´s Package in
one Gayfriendly Hotel, situated in
LGBT Neighborhood:

Special package

Soho Hotel 3***
Double room EUR 985.Single room EUR 1769.-

6 days/5 nights

EUROLATINO is proud to introduce our new products to the LGBT community
and we want to start with the most gay-friendly city in the world. Barcelona is known
for that and together with our partner in Spain we have conceived this new idea.
Come to Barcelona with your partner and enjoy, among other things, the city of
Gaudi with the most beautiful houses of this artist. Take a stroll through the old
town of Barcelona, visiting the Barrio Latino, Eixample, the most famous
neighborhood of the gay community and Montjuïc Mountain. Of course we have not
forgotten your fun. Get acquainted with the nightlife and the most important bars
and pubs of the city and enjoy in one of the most exclusive and popular gay beaches
in Barcelona, Bella Mar. Live your adventure in the gay-friendly Barcelona!

Axel Hotel 4****
Hotel Balmes 4****
Hotel Mitte 4****
Double room EUR 1154.Single room EUR 2099.-

Hotel Claris Gran Luxe 5*****
Double room EUR 1602.Single room EUR 3003.-

BOOK YOUR PRIVATE TOUR
from 01.04.2019
through 31.03.2020

DAY 1 ARRIVAL IN BARCELONA
Arrival to the Barcelona International Airpor. Repeption through our cooperating Partner in
Barcelona and transfer from the airport to your hotel in Barcelona with Mercedes E Class. Checkin at the hotel. Spare time during the evening. Please note that all of our tours are private and as
such, we are always able to adapt the timings to your Schedule. Don’t hesitate to ask.
DIA 2 BARCELONA Modernism and Gaudí-Private Tour. Rainbow Night
Breakfast at the Hotel. With this two and a half hours tour you will be able to enjoy the most
renowed Modernist houses of the city, such as La Pedrera, Casa Battló, Casa Amatller or Casa
Lleó i Morera. After that, we will dive into the streets of the Eixample district and discover other
lesser known but equally spectacular architectural gems such as Casa Calvet, Casa de les Punxes,
or Casa Macaya. Towards the end of our tour we will visit the most famous building in the city,
the astonishing Sagrada Familia. This temple, which has been under construction for over 100
years, portrays on its richly and meticulously decorated exterior many biblical scenes
emphasizing Gaudí’s deeply religious nature. It will certainly leave you speechless. At the end of
the tour you will be able to access the Sagrada Familia interior without your tour guide. You will
thus be able to extend your visit for as long as you wish. We will provide you with a skip-the-line
ticket which allows you to avoid waiting outside and also borrow a radio guide to visit the inside
of the building. The afternoon is at leisure for private activities like shopping for instance.
We will pick you around 11:00 p.m. for our private Rainbow Night Tour (2 hours). Barcelona is a
popular destination for partygoers, with a vibrant bar and club scene. We will start the evening by
meeting you at your hotel and heading towards the most popular gay bars and pubs at the
Eixample (Gayxample) district. At the end of the tour, towards 1am (welcome to Spanish time
schedules!) we will offer you some last recommendations to attend the trendiest clubs or the
most traditional ones, since Barcelona has more than 25 years of gay nightlife experience. Avoid
the inconvenience of not knowing where to go, getting lost in the streets, and having to ask your
way around. With us, Barcelona is at the tip of your fingers! (B)
DAY 3 BARCELONA Barrio Gotico Private Tour
Breakfast at the Hotel. Almost the whole day will stay at your leisure. In the afternoon, the tour
will continue at 4:00 p.m. with the Barcelona´s Gotic Quarter. After meeting your guide at your
hotel, we will visit the Arco de Triunfo and the Ciutadella Park, where we will find the Castle of the
Three Dragons, the Zoo, the Catalonian Parliament, a spectacular waterfall, and much more. This
was the legacy left by the 1888 Barcelona Universal Exposition. We will then venture into
Barcelona’s oldest neighborhood, a part of the city with more than 2.000 years of history where
we can still find monuments and spaces several centuries old. The Sant Jaume Square, the Jewish
Quarter, the Sant Felip Neri square, the majestic Cathedral, the Plaza del Rey, the Roman wall,
the gothic church of Santa María del Mar, or the Paseo del Born, among others, will take us on a
walk through history hand-in-hand with our expert local tour guides. After this three-hour tour,
the evening is free to explore Barcelona nightlife. (B)

EUROLATINO Tour Operators

info@eurolatino.eu

INCLUSIONS:

Round-trip airport transfer with a
Mercedes E-Class vehicle.
5 overnights with breakfast
Private tour guide for all excursions
in Barcelona.
Tickets for the Sagrada Familia with
"Skip the Line" service and radio
guide.
Refreshing drinks during the tours, a
city map and a map showing all the
gay-friendly places in the city and
some other surprises.
Public transport during the tours.
•

•
•
•

•
•

NOT INCLUDED
International or domestic flights to
and from Barcelona (we are happy
to assist you in finding a suitable
flight connection)
All meals and drinks not mentioned
Optional excursions
Monuments are visible from the
outside, except the Sagrada Familia,
which is visited from the inside
without the guide.
Personal expenses
Tips for tour guides, drivers and
porters

DAY 4 BARCELONA Montjuïc Mountain Private Tour
Breakfast at the Hotel. At 10:00 a.m. start your next adventure in Barcelona. In this
three hours tour we will venture into the Montjuic mountain and discover its most
emblematic spots, such as the only castle in the city, where will have some
spectacular 360º views. We will then descend and visit the Olympic Complex,
created for the 1992 Olympic Games. During this part of the tour we will also visit
the exterior of the Palau Sant Jordi, conceived by the famous Japanese architect
Arata Isozaki, and continue our journey heading towards the impressive Plaza de
España. We will go through the Montjuic Magic Fountain, the Puig i Cadafalch
columns, and the majestic Catalan National Museum of Art on our way back to the
city. You can stay longer here or explore the city, the harbor or the beaches of
Barcelona on your own. (B)
DAY 5 BARCELONA Beach Suggestion: Mar Bella Beach
After breakfast you have free time. You can go for a walk in the city, go shopping or
just wander the narrow streets. In the afternoon we take you to the most popular
gay beach in Barcelona which is also nudist!! Mar Bella is the perfect place to meet
nice new people from all over the world and enjoy some cocktails before heading
back to Gayxample. (B)
If you would like to continue the cultural trip, do not hesitate to ask about the rest of
tours and day-trips we offer. We have options both in Barcelona and its nearby
towns and cities. The charming little town of Sitges or the impressive Montserrat
Mountain are also interesting spots to continue touring the city. Feel free to change
your booking and include these tours in your holiday package. You will receive
awesome discounts for booking multiple tours.
DAY 6 BARCELONA
End of your fantastic Barcelona vacation! The time is at your free disposal. Timely
private transfer to the airport in the Mercedes E-Class. End of our services. We look
forward to accompany you in Barcelona and hope to welcome you again in our
other tours in Europe or even Latin America (B)

SOHO HOTEL ***

AXEL HOTEL ****

EUROLATINO Tour Operators

(B) Breakfast

HOTEL MIDMOST ****

info@eurolatino.eu

(L) Lunch

(D) Dinner

HOTEL CLARIS GRAN LUXE
*****

